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1. HTML is stored as
a) a programming language written in base 64
b) a binary image format
c) binary executable code
d) * plain text
e) none of the above

2. Which of the following is true
a) HTML specifies exactly how a page should look, the browser has to exactly follow its layout specification
b) * the browser has considerable freedom in determining the actual layout of a web page
c) the server can display HTML code according to its own specifications
d) HTML only specifies what things are, not how they should look
e) none of the above

3. An HTML tag can best be described as:
a) instructions to the user regarding how to read and interpret a web page
b) a set of commands that instructs the HTTP server how to transfer the HTML page
c) a set of binary codes which are stored independently of the HTML to describe page layout
d) * a predefined combination of characters to inform the browser of how to interpret and display a page or its elements
e) none of the above

4. A web page roughly consists of two sections:
a) * header and body
b) page breaks and annotations
c) start and end tag
d) tag and anchor
e) none of the above

5. Can HTML tags be nested?
a) * True
b) False
c) Only in HTTP 1.0
d) Only in later versions of the HTML standard
e) none of the above

6. HTML is largely a client specific markup language
a) * false; it is an open standard defined and intended for all web clients although some may deviate
b) true: HTML must be specifically targeted for one type of browser
c) not really: it depends on whether the producer of a browser publishes its own client-unique version of HTML or not
d) none of the above

7. To publish a web page its access permissions may be set to
a) -rwxrw-xr--
b) -rwxrwxr--
c) ---------rw-
d) ---x-x-xrw

e) * all of the above

8. The following command will correctly set index.html’s access permissions, so that it may be web accessible
a) chmod u+x index.html
b) chmod g+rw index.html
c) chmod a+wx index.html
d) chmod u-rw index.html
e) * none of the above

9. The function of an HTML page named index.html can best be described
a) * it is by default returned by the web server when the client has requested no specific page
b) to provide the web designer with an index of all pages in the web site
c) a file that helps the server manage its UNIX file system
d) none of the above

10. Which of these tags correctly specifies a page title (provided all other elements of the page are correct)
a) <tag attr=’’title’’> the page title </tag>
b) <TI> the page title </TI>
c) *
<TITLE> the page title </TITLE>
d) <BODY TITLE=’’the page title’’>
e) none of the above